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Dialogue Between the Sun and the Wind
by Richard Sharpless
hat is this tree," said the Wind, "whose leaves are
like spines and whose seeds carry two eyes and
a mouth?"
TheSunjustglaredather.Hecouldscarcely
begin his climb before she was tickling his legs
and bothering him with her endless questioning.
Every day the Sun passes, and the people know he goes
with the Wind. But they don't bear the stories he must tell
before he sets; only the Wind hears, and me, if I listen hard
from the shade of my deep-sea cave.
To think that all the stories told are not a sand grain to
the ones forgouen, and you will see why I take the name
Tusitala--the Story- teller. None wear it any longer, not even
among the old ones gathaed under the cool banyans late in
the day, flipping their black and white pebbles in the sandy
pigeon shit, They talk of fishing, reefs and currents; of their
families and their wives. Squatting flat-fooled the way old
men have always done, their banter mingles with the din of
mynah birds; but never do they discuss more than the passing
day .. .and that is enough to keep them occupied until the sun
slants down upon the milky waves in bars of yellow, and night
is a memory waiting IO happen.
Sometimes, when the sea washes my cave with its soft
undulation, one of the village girls announces herself by
tossing a shell or flower onto my ledge. They want stories to
while away the tropical evening, after their day's work is pau,
and I must brush sand from my laulau mat a hundred times
before a single kiss have I obtained. It is not enough any more
for them to hear me in the Village Cude, where the Queen has
summoned my telling, and her courtiers lie about in sweating
heaps of flesh, dark as the bruised skin of a guava, while Tofoa
lounges beneath their bread fruit-leaf fans. No, these performances fit for Queen Tofoa are not sufficient for my
girls ... they want Kamalii to tell them of new wonders they
have only begun to imagine.
My cave is bigger than the hale of the chief and his queen,
but no one will live here because in it they say you can walk
forev er-even to where the island of great Kahiki is as small
and slippery in the distance as a papaya seed. No man of my
village knows what dwells beyond the sea-cave, but they say
that's where my stories come from, and I think they may be
right.
I'm not much good at walking, anyway, so am less inclined to wander off. Maybe that explains why I can live here
without getting Jost. My right foot is misshapen {where the
canoe dragged ~ver it when I was a keiki), but I can paddle
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better than many, and swim as good as the best of the young
ones, even as hairs grey on my head and my vision begins IO
falter. If I must go afoot, I can limp along at a petty good clip
with a stripling of wiliwili for support. When I tell I sit, all
night if the tale requires it, while the candlenuts sputter on
their strings of olona, and the wahihes work kapa, chewing
the fiber in their teeth and spitting into the calabashes as they
listen.
If you could.be with us, friend, you would hear me tell
of many things: of why our island world doesn't sink into the
sea; or why the reefs are ringed with foam; or what brings rain
in great bunches down from the mountains like the fei which
make our staple food.
All tales have been told before- I only brush sand from
the mat to give them a clear space to visit, They slip beside
me when they have wandered Jong over the Moon of Beaten
Kapa, and I must listen hard to make them mine.
Like the dialogue between the Sun and Wind. Old Sun

had to stoop to answer, and I caught his face beneath the high
arch of my roof: solemn, thoughtful and remote.
"Tusitala," said he, "the wind bothers me again with her
constant whining--can you answer what tree iris whose leaves
are like spines and whose seeds have two eyes and a mouth?"
His voice filled my cave with light, and I replied as best
I knew. "The word she seeks is a fruit that floats as a baby
and roots in the sand; each seed has husky brown hair and a
hidden face of its own. By name we call it niu, the coconut.
"In groves along the shore the niu flourishes, and deep in
the jungle too. This tree holds the gift oflife--yielding shelter,
clothing and sustenance. On the niu great Kahiki depends;
and when we climb its trunk, or crack its shell for meat, we
say our words of blessing to the faces among the leaves:
'niu tree, 0 niu tree
let us live together
for you have a face so like

our own

that we must spring from the same seed
and grow strong and tall

as one

in the sands of great Kahiki. '"
When I spoke the sea grew calm and the waves smoothed
into ripples. I lay back down to rest my thoughts in the shade
of my deep sea-cave; and allaround I heard the listening wind,
soft as a passing breath.

